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Abstract : Active filters provide significant harmonic and reactive power  compensation and are  
thereby widely accepted as devices for power quality enhancement.. Many research works have been 
done to improve the dynamic performance of active filters. Current research work focuses on  
implementing a Minimally Switched Shunt Active Power filter for power quality enhancement. 
Minimally switched grid interactive inverter is fed from a modified constant frequency hysteresis 
controller in which only two switches of the inverter are controlled at any instant of time. Different 
from  the previous  related works I cosΦ algorithm is used for reference current generation in this 
work. Pulses from a conventional hysteresis  controller are processed based on a switching algorithm 
to reduce the switching losses to one- third. In the current work switching frequency is made constant 
by subtracting a high frequency triangular signal from the reference signal generated. The paper is 
simulated using MATLAB- SIMULINK. Source Current THD is significantly reduced and is well 
within the 5% limit specified by the standards.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Power quality problem is a power problem manifested in voltage, current or frequency deviations that  
results in failure or malfunctioning of customer equipment. Both electric utilities and end users of electric power 
are becoming more and  more concerned about the quality of power. The newer generation load equipment with 
advanced controls and power electronic devices are more sensitive to power quality variations. Nonlinear loads 
like solid state converters draw reactive power and harmonic components of current from ac circuits. The 
quality of power has high economic impact on utilities, their customers and suppliers of load equipment. 
Transients, long duration voltage variations, short duration voltage variations, voltage imbalance, waveform 
distortion caused by harmonics etc are some of the electromagnetic phenomena that cause power quality 
problems.  Among these harmonic distortion has high impact on capacitors, transformers ,motors, energy and 
demand metering, Telecommunications etc. 

 The commonly used indices for measuring harmonic content of a waveform are Total Harmonic Distortion 
(THD) and Total Demand Distortion (TDD). Several power quality standards define the allowable limit of 
distortions in voltage and current waveforms  (Math H.J  Bollen).                                                                             

Devices for controlling harmonic distortion include in-line reactors, zig-zag transformers, passive filters 
,active filters  etc.   Modern active filters are smaller in physical size, more flexible and have better performance 
than traditional passive filters. Active power filter suppresses harmonic components of different order 
simultaneously. The main aim behind the installation of active power filter is to compensate for current 
harmonics and  imbalance. Active power filter has two major parts ,a controller that  generates the compensating 
signals and a three phase inverter for injecting the compensating currents  into the grid. (Bhimsingh,KamalAl-
Haddad and Ambrish Chandra, 1999) 

Several time domain techniques like instantaneous reactive power algorithm (Akagi, H., Y. Kanazawa and 
A. Nabae, 1984), synchronous detection algorithm (Chen, C.L., et al., 1993), unity power factor algorithm 
(Cavallini, A., G.C. Carlo, 1994), synchronous frame based algorithm (Bhattacharya and D. Divan, 1995), 
synchronous-flex detection algorithm (Jou, H-L., 1995) are  used by researchers for the generation of reference 
currents of  three phase shunt active filters. IcosΦ algorithm is successfully employed for reference current 
generation by. G Bhuvaneswari and Manjula. G. Nair (2008). 

Reference currents are compared with the actual filter currents   for generation of gating pulses . Literature 
survey reveals that gating signals to the  solid state switching devices of three phase inverter is synthesized 
using hysteresis control (Manjula, G. Nair and G. Bhuvaneswari, 2006), sliding mode control (Saetieo, S., et al., 
1955), adaptive control (Murat Kale, Engin Ozdemir, 2005) fuzzy logic control (Jain, S.K.,) etc. Compensation 
process also involves a PLL synchronization and a PI controller for DC bus voltage regulation. 

In hysteresis current control, a voltage source inverter is controlled in such a way that compensation current 
follows the reference current. It is one of the easiest control method to implement. Conventional hysteresis 
controller generates gating pulses in such a way that all the six  switches are  of the three phase voltage source 
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inverter are controlled, there by increasing the switching losses. In the minimally switched shunt active power 
filter proposed by M. Nandakumar and Aseem.K (2001) only two switches are controlled at high frequency at 
any instant of time so that the switching losses are minimized. Variable switching frequency is one of the major 
problems in conventional hysteresis controller. The switching frequency is made nearly constant by subtracting 
a high frequency triangular signal from reference signal generated (Nanda Kumar,  M. and Dr. Krishna 
Vasudevan, 2005) 

     
Problem Identification: 

In previous works minimally switched shunt active power filter employing instantaneous reactive power 
algorithm, synchronous reference frame based algorithm and synchronous detection theory was implemented. In 
the present paper the reference current is generated using IcosΦ algorithm. The conventional hysteresis 
controller is replaced by a modified hysteresis controller in which only 2 switches are controlled at high 
frequency at any instant of time (Nanda Kumar,  M. and Dr. Krishna Vasudevan  2006; Nanda Kumar, M. and 
Dr. Krishna Vasudevan, 2005). Based on the polarity of source voltage and injected current the controlled 
bridge acts in each 60 degree duration of line cycle.. The pulses from the conventional controller are processed  
based on the switching algorithm to reduce the switching losses to 1/3. In conventional hysteresis controller 
switching frequency is variable. In the present work switching frequency is made constant by subtracting a high 
frequency triangular signal from the reference signal .Special emphasis is given in  reducing the switching losses 
and making the frequency of hysteresis controller constant. The work is simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK. 
FFT analysis is done on source current waveform to validate that THD of source current waveform is within the 
5% limit as specified by the standards. 

 
Active Power Filter: 

Active power filters are classified as voltage source  based or current source inverter  based on converter 
topology. Voltage source inverter based  three phase Shunt Active Power Filter (SAPF) is discussed in this 
paper. Performance of active filters is based on three design criteria (Akagi, H., 2006). 

1. Design of power inverter (semiconductor switches, smoothing inductance and DC voltage) 
2. Method of obtaining reference current. 
3. PWM control method for generation of gating pulses of the inverter. 
Shunt active filters are connected in parallel with the harmonic producing loads at the Point Of Common 

Coupling (PCC). Configuration of shunt active power filter is shown in Fig.1. Shunt active power filter 
generates a current equal and opposite to that of harmonic current drawn by the load and injects it at the point of 
common coupling, making the source current sinusoidal. Characteristics of harmonic compensation is dependent 
on filtering algorithm used and calculation of load current harmonics. Current waveform for cancelling 
harmonics is achieved with Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) in current controlled mode and interfacing inductor. 
Inductor provides  smoothing and isolation for high frequency components. Desired current waveform or actual 
filter current is obtained by controlling the switching of semiconductor switches in inverter. Control of wave 
shape is limited by switching frequency of inverter and available driving voltage across interfacing inductance. 

 

Fig. 1: Three phase system with SAPF 
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Cosφ Algorithm For Reference Current Generation: 
Shunt active power filter compensates harmonic and reactive portion  of three phase load current and  

imbalance in three phase load current. The current drawn from the mains is purely sinusoidal and in phase with 
the supply voltage. Mains supplies only active portion of load current. In I cosΦ algorithm  desired mains 
current is the product of I cosΦ and a unit amplitude sine wave in phase with the mains voltage (Bhuvaneswari, 
G. and G. Manjula. Nair, 2007) 

Assuming that the source is balanced, three phase instantaneous voltages are given by 
tVmva ωsin=  

120sin( −= tVmvb ω ο) 
120sin( += tVmvc ω ο)                                                    (1) 

Three phase unbalanced harmonic rich source currents are given by 
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Where Φa, Φb and Φc are phase angles of fundamental currents in phases a,b and c  
Φan, Φbn and Φcn are phase angles of nth harmonic currents in phases a b and c 
ILa1 ,ILb1  ILc1  are three phase fundamental current amplitudes  
ILan , ILbn    ILcn  are three phase nth  harmonic  current amplitudes  
Magnitude of real component of fundamental load current in each phase is given by  

)(R 1e LaI  = LaI  cos Φa  

)(R 1e LbI  = LbI  cos Φb  

)(R 1e LcI   = LcI  cos Φc         (3)                                                                                                               
To ensure balanced sinusoidal currents at unity power factor to be drawn from the source, the magnitude of 

desired source current can be expressed as average of magnitudes of real components of fundamental load 
currents in the three phases 

3/])(R)(R(R[)( 1e1e1e LcLbLas IIIrefI ++=  

3/]coscoscos[)( cLcblbalarefs IIII φφφ ++=                                                                              (4) 
Desired source currents in three phases is expressed as 

assa UrefIrefI *)()( = = )sin(*)( trefIs ω  

bssb UrefIrefI *)()( = = )120sin(*)( −trefIs ω  

cssc UrefIrefI *)()( = = )120sin(*)( οω +trefIs                                                                                    (5) 
Where Ua, Ub and Uc  unit amplitude templates of phase to ground voltages in three phases respectively. 

Reference compensation currents for shunt active filter are deduced as difference between actual load currents 
and desired source current in each phase. 

)()( refIicompI saLaa −=  
 )()( refIicompI sbLbb −=  

)()( refIicompI scLcc −=                                                                                                                            (6) 
Equation  (6) is expanded as   

 =)(compIa [ mponentsharmoniccoii LaLa ++ )(I)Re( 1m1 - )sin(*)( trefIs ω ] 

=)(compIb [ mponentsharmoniccoii LbLb ++ )(I)Re( 1m1 - )120sin(*)( −trefIs ω  
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=)(compIc [ mponentsharmoniccoii LcLc ++ )(I)Re( 1m1 - )120sin(*)( +trefIs ω                     (7) 
Illustration of IcosΦ algorithm is given in Fig.2. If three phase load currents are balanced, then 

compensation currents will be the sum of reactive component of load current and harmonic components in each 
phase. 

=)(compIa [ mponentsharmoniccoiLa +)(I 1m ] 

=)(compIb [ mponentsharmoniccoiLb +)(I 1m ] 

=)(compIc ])([I 1m mponentsharmoniccoiLc +                                                                                     (8)  
Magnitude IcosΦ is the active portion of fundamental load current. This is extracted as fundamental 

component of load current phase shifted by 90ο at negative zero crossing of phase voltage. A biquad filter is 
used instead of ordinary low pass filter in this work.. Zero crossing detector detects negative zero crossing of 
corresponding phase voltage .Phase shifted fundamental current goes to the sample input and ZCD output goes 
to the hold input of sample and hold circuit whose output is I cosΦ. Average of these values in three phases is 
obtained through a summing amplifier of gain 1/3.  

 
Fig. 2: Illustration of IcosΦ algorithm 

 
Illustration of IcosΦ algorithm is given in Fig.2. If three phase load currents are balanced, then 

compensation currents will be the sum of reactive component of load current and harmonic components in each 
phase. 

=)(compIa [ mponentsharmoniccoiLa +)(I 1m ] 

=)(compIb [ mponentsharmoniccoiLb +)(I 1m ] 

=)(compIc ])([I 1m mponentsharmoniccoiLc +                                                                                     (8)  
Magnitude IcosΦ is the active portion of fundamental load current. This is extracted as fundamental 

component of load current phase shifted by 90ο at negative zero crossing of phase voltage. A biquad filter is 
used instead of ordinary low pass filter in this work.. Zero crossing detector detects negative zero crossing of 
corresponding phase voltage .Phase shifted fundamental current goes to the sample input and ZCD output goes 
to the hold input of sample and hold circuit whose output is I cosΦ. Average of these values in three phases is 
obtained through a summing amplifier of gain 1/3.  

Capacitor voltage VDC should be maintained nearly constant since this voltage influences the magnitude of 
compensation currents. Losses with in the compensator mainly in the inductor and power switches can cause the 
capacitor voltage to decay. Losses should be accounted within the algorithm to prevent capacitor voltage decay. 
Reference signal is altered to include a small positive active current, proportional to the difference in capacitor 
voltage and a predetermined desired voltage. 
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P-I with   PLL synchronisation: 
Phase Locked Loop( PLL) tracks the phase of measured voltages Va, Vb and Vc. PLL ensures proper 

operation under balanced and unbalanced voltage conditions. Voltage fluctuations at the dc-bus capacitor is used 
to calculate extra power loss in inverter. Corresponding phase current amplitude  calculated using a PI controller 
is multiplied with PLL output  and added to reference compensation current in each phase. The losses in SAPF 
is  thus taken care of by three phase source and  dc bus capacitor voltage becomes a self supporting one. 

 
Conventional  Hysteresis Controller For The Generation Of Gating Pulses: 

In conventional hysteresis control a voltage source inverter is controlled in such a way that actual Filter 
current (inverter output current) follows the reference current. This method controls the switches in an inverter 
asynchronously to ramp the current through the inductor up and down  so that it follows the reference[17]. In 
this all the six switches of the inverter are controlled. Disadvantage of conventional hysteresis controller is that 
it has variable switching frequency and  there is no limit to the switching frequency. When current through the 
inductor exceeds the upper hysteresis limit, a negative voltage is applied by the inverter to the inductor which 
causes the current in the inductor to decrease and vice versa. The block diagram of conventional hysteresis 
controller is shown in Fig. 3.a,3b.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Modified Constant Frequency Hysteresis Controller: 
 In a three wire system Fig.4 it is sufficient to control current in only two phases. For compensating   

harmonic current at source side, harmonic current has to be injected into the grid from the inverter. A high 
frequency triangular signal (20Khz, 1Vp-p) is subtracted  from the reference signal generated and fed to the 
hysteresis controller to make the frequency constant. 

To inject harmonic current, a generalised switching algorithm is developed based on grid voltage and 
injected current polarities (Nanda Kumar, M. and Dr. Krishna Vasudevan, 2005). Phases having same polarity 
of voltage is selected for control. This results in low rate of change of inductor current and hence easier control 
is possible. From the selected phases, controlling switches are selected based on the current polarity. Table.1. 
shows controlled and uncontrolled phases corresponding to different grid voltage regions. In 60ο-120ο region Va 
is positive, Vb  and Vc are negative. B and C are the controlled phases and A is the uncontrolled phase. 

Fig.3: Conventional hysteresis controller 
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Fig. 4: Three phase, three wire system 

 
From the selected phases, controlling switches are selected based on the current polarity. Table.2. shows 

controlled and uncontrolled switches corresponding to 60ο-120ο grid voltage region.  
 
Table1: Selection of phases controlled and uncontrolled                       

voltage 
sector 

Va Vb Vc Controlled    Un 
Controlled 

0-60 positive Negative positive A,C B 
60-120 positive Negative negative B,C A 
120-180 positive positive  negative A,B C 
180-240 negative positive  negative A,C B 
240-300 negative positive  positive B,C A 
300-360 negative Negative positive A,B C 

 
Table 2: Controlled and uncontrolled switch: 60ο-120ο  region(t2) 

Ia Ib Ic Sap Sbp Scp San Sbn Scn 
Positive negative Negative on       C C 
Positive negative Positive on   C   C   
Positive positive Negative on C       C 
Negative positive Positive off C C       
Negative negative Positive off   C   C   
Negative positive Negative off C       C 

 
Switching Algorithm: 

Let  t1, t2,t3,t4 t5, t6 represent the regions 0ο-60ο, 60ο-120ο,120ο-180ο, 180ο-240ο, 240ο-300ο,300ο-360ο the 
voltage sector respectively. Let symbols Xa, Xb,Xc represent the polarity of reference currents Iaref, Ib ref, Icref  
respectively. Boolean expressions  formulated for enabling signals to switches Sap,San,Sbp,Sbn,Scp,Scn in 
terms of t1, t2, t1, t3, t4, t5, t6   Xa, Xb,Xc are given below. 

 
Sap (c) = (t1+t3+t4+t6) Xa                                                                                                                    (9) 
Sap (on)=t2 Xa                                                                                                                               (10) 
Sap= Sap (c)ap + Sap (on)                                                                                    (11)       

')()( 6431 XattttcSan ++= +                                                                                                                   (12)  
')( 5 XatonSan =                                                                        (13) 

San= San (c)an + San (on)                                                                                                           (14)  
Sbp (c) = (t2+t3+t5+t6) Xb                                                                                                                 (15) 
Sbp (on) = t4 Xb                                                                                                                            (16) 
Sbp = Sbp (c)bp + Sbp (on)                                                 ,                                                               (17) 
Sbn (c) = (t2+t3+t5+t6)  Xb’                                                                                                        (18)        
Sbn (on )=   t1  Xb’                          (19) 
Sbn = Sbn (c) +  Sbn (on)                                                                                                                                                                      
 
Similar expressions can be obtained for Scp  and Scn. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
I cosΦ based grid interactive inverter is simulated for harmonic and reactive power compensation.   

Simulation is performed on diode rectifier feeding R-load and R-L load. Table.3 shows the simulation design 
parameters. 
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Table 3: Design parameters 
Source voltage 415 V  L-L 
system frequency 50Hz 
dc link voltage 680 
dc-bus capacitance 5000micro farad 
ac-side inductance 1.5mH 
ac-side  resistance 1 ohm 
Load 2500W 
bridge rectifier Three phase diode rectifier 

 
Simulation results of SAPF with modified constant frequency hysteresis controller: 

MATLAB –SIMULINK model of the modified hysteresis controller is shown in Fig.5. It is clear from the 
Fig. 6 that both source current and load current are nonlinear before compensation. The pulses from the switches 
Sap  and San of modified hysteresis controller is shown in Fig. 7. Wave form ofSource voltage and source 
current after compensation shows that power factor is nearly unity in Fig.8. THD of the source current before 
compensation is 29.11% in Fig.9. Fig.10 shows the DC Bus capacitor voltage. Fig.11shows THD of source 
current after compensation. Load current, source current, reference current and filter current after compensation 
is shown in Fig.12. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Matlab simulink model 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Uncompensated source current and load current 
 

 
Fig. 7: Sap and san pulses from modified hysteresis controller 
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Fig. 8: Input Power Factor 

 

 
Fig. 9: Source current FFT before compensation 
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Fig. 10: DC Bus Capacitor Voltage 

                              Fig.8:  Input Power factor 
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Fig. 11: THD Of Compensated Source current    
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Fig. 12: Load current ,source current, reference current and filter current after compensation 
 
Conclusions: 

Since most industrial and domestic loads are mainly inductive, the problem of compensating reactive power 
is significant. THD of source current before compensation is 29.11%. SAF with minimally switched grid 
interactive inverter and modified hysteresis controller reduced the THD of source current to 3.03% well with  in 
the THD limits specified by IEEE-519 standards. Only two switches of the grid interactive inverter are 
controlled at any instant of time by the modified hysteresis controller. A conventional hysteresis controller 
controls all the six switches at any instant of time. So the switching losses are reduced to one third.  It is verified 
that the minimally switched grid interactive inverter works efficiently under balanced and unbalanced conditions 
of source and load. It has good dynamic performance. The problem of variable switching frequency in 
conventional hysteresis control is solved by making the switching frequency nearly constant.  
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